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Introduction
Having contemplated the nature of "God" for most of my
life and often finding a great deal of confusion through the
process, looking into anthropological approaches to numinosity
has been a natural exploration for me.

I grew up hearings

God is omnipotent; God is omnipresent; God is omniscient.
\
be it would have been sufficient to say, before I studied
Hinduism, simply, "God is Om," (ie. ohm).

May-

The thought occurred

to me.
Most children might "pooh-pooh" the whole problem of God's
"om-ness", or might be frightened by it.

I took what I was

told at face value and being the little empiricist I was, test
ed it out like everything else around me.

After all, if adults

told me I could catch a bear by sprinkling salt on its tail,
and then became horrified as I walked toward Michigan woods
with the salt shaker in my hand determined to return with a
new pet in tow, then certainly everything else from the "big
people" needed to be scrutinized.
visible.

And bears and salt are

God, on the other hand, is not.

The testing is tak

ing a bit longer.

i

I never expected, though, for a study of anthropological
approaches to what seemed to be totally non-human phenomena
to lead me into a deep consideration of metaphor and metonym
in culture and in cognitive process as well.

That the two

would be ontologically intertwined, I also never expected.
Through the study, while examining an anthropologist's account
of the religion of one African ethnic group, I began to derive
a concept of God extracted out of human encounters with the
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empirical world, the extraction primarily being negotiated
through metaphor and metonym.
We humans love order, so we order our world.

After all,

we sleep when it is dark (well, most of us do anyway), wake
up when it is light, and prepare and enjoy our subsistence
via the orderings of this world.

Our world is ordered; we

are a part of this world; we are ordered.

But, we do some

thing else— we extract order out of the empirical order we
recognize sensually around us.
are born.

Thus, metaphor and metonym

And which part does God play, ordered or ordering?

That depends on who holds the salt shaker.

\
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Nor do cognitive scientists care much whether
the mind's representations of the world outside are
accurate or, instead, are a limited and selective
view of it, like, say a fish's notion of geography.
What does intrigue them is the machinery by which
the mind manipulates its own symbols for objects
and occurances in the outside world (however dis[-]
torted those symbols might be), comes to some con
clusions about them, and then proceeds to deal with
the outside world on the basis of its conclusions.
(Hunt 31, emphasis mine)
In the early part of this century when Sir James Frazer
sought to unravel the intricacies of magic, he could not have
anticipated that almost one hundred years later, a struggling
college undergraduate would be exhuming his ghost in an effort
not unlike the cognitive scientists, to "understand the machin
ery by which" we "manipulate [our] own symbols for objects
and occurances in the outside world..." (Hunt 31).

The machin

ery under scrutiny here, however, is not the inner most work
ings of the human mind as it may be with the cognitive re
searchers.

The process

under examination here involves

an analysis of external manifestations of internal perceptions
derived from the world around us, and what can be learned
about both the manifestations and the perceptions, especially
whan such perceptions and manifestations result in or express
themselves through extraordinary and/or miraculous phenomena.
While Frazer correctly identified the contagous and homeo
pathic nature of sympathetic magic, ideas still widely recog
nized today (Lessa and Vogt 337-8), he believed both ideas to
be "mistaken associations] of ideas" (Frazer 221-2).

The

humor here is that Frazer firmly believed, as have most scholars
since, that both the contagous and imitative principles at
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work in magic are "extremely simple and elementary..."
It could hardly be otherwise, since they are
familiar in the concrete, though certainly
not in the abstract, to the crude intelligence
not only of the savage, but of ignorant and
dull-witted people everywhere. (Frazer 54).
How ignorant and dull-witted we savages remain, still in the
neolithic of thought, if by Frazer's standards the practice
of magical principles indicate crude intelligence.

Frazer's

homeopathic and contagous principles of magic are elemental
thought processes, though they are hardly simple in practice.
We use such associative and contagous thinking daily without
being aware of it at all, and in fact, it would be difficult
to negotiate a day without them.

Metaphoric and metonymic

thoughts allow us to process our external world in ways
quite identical to Frazer's discoveries about magic.

Magic,

however, is a conscious process while our metaphoric and meto
nymic processes are not (Lakoff 3, 37), when these processes
are part of our daily processing.

Of course, in poetry and

allegorical writings, the processes are externalized, but the
allegories and poetry are understandable via largely uncon
scious processes.
When metaphor and metonym occur as unconscious processes,
they fall' into the realm of Levy-Bruhl's "associative" or
"mystical" thought.

The parallels between Levy-Bruhl's and

Frazer's works on thought processes on the one hand, and on
magic on the other, are striking.

Lucien Levy-Bruhl, in his

studies in primitive modes of thought, determined that two
distinct thinking processes are used in living(Levy-Bruhl 54-6
1913).
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His original belief was that these two types of thought— the
mystical, or pre-logical associative process, and the logical— de
‘
iharkated two culture structures:
Bruhl 54-117).

primitive and modern(Levy-

He later came to understand that this position

was incorrect in that both logical and associative thought
processes occur simultaneously in all society structures (Gardner
223-5).

Still, like Frazer, he had uncovered very different

modes of processing that occur in thought and had set them out
in clear description so that the burden remained to unravel
the dynamics of these two systems of thinking.

Further like

Frazer1s homeopathic and contagious principles of magical
acts, Levy-Bruhl's associative thought centered itself on
metaphoric and metonymic principles rather than on the
logic of deduction or induction, although Levy-Bruhl did not
express his findings in terms of metaphor and metonym.

He

simply left his "pre-logical" processes in terms of "prelogical" or "associative."

By examining the associative

thought processes in action, especially as they occur in the
use of visual imagery, their metaphoric and metonymic mech
anisms come alive, but an examination of the origins of such
\

associative processes is first necessary.

Then, we may pro

ceed with the analysis and understanding of the metaphoric and
metonymic extensions the thought processes exhibit.

We will

also find, as Levy-Bruhl concluded, ths-.ij same processes occuring in all culture structures, even as they occur in visual
imagery.
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Godfrey Lienhardt provides an appropriate and telling
starting point for an examination of the dynamics of thought
that occur in metaphoric and metonymic associative processes.
Lienhardt describes the African Dinka culture group's experinece
of divinity as a representation of something more universal
than the Dinka's own description of the phenomenon (Lienhardt
147).
For analysis, then, the Powers (and logically
all equally, including Divinity) must be re[-]
garded as representations of realities more
accessible to a universal rational knowledge
than they need to be in the Dinka view of them?
and our final and interpretative task is to ask,
if the Dinka Powers be representations, what it
is that they represent ... I try to give a[n]
... account of them ... as representations (or
as I prefer to call them, 'images') evoked by
certain configurations of experience contingent
upon the Dinkas' reaction to their particular
physical and social environment ... (Lienhardt 147).
Although Lienhardt undertakes an analysis B§yon8sthat of con
temporary Anthropology of Experience (Katovich 90-2), his
analysis is nevertheless both valid and constructive.
Lienhardt demonstrates how, through an associative process,
Dinka extend a universal representation of the Dinka experience
of rain, illness, injustice, suffering, etc., into acts of
Divinity, divinities, or Powers (Lienhardt 148).. By extending
the experience of sickness through the empirical reality into
an act of external Power, Dinka perceive a rationale within
the empirical reality, yet also external to it.

The same

type of extension occurs through their observances of rain,
thunder, lightening, etc.

The external empirical reality

is metamorphed into an extended external reality through "the
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process of making manifest what I have called an 'image',
corresponding to the affective state of the sufferer as cause
to effect... (Lienhardt 148).

It is thourgh experience then

that empirical realities translate into frameworks of divinity
or mystery.

A major element of this translation of everyday,

rational, empirical encounters with an external reality into
experiences of numinosity or mystery occurs largely through
metaphor and metonym, and then, the metaphoric and metonymic
processes through imagery or visualization can effect a per
ceived external reality.
One example of metaphor involved in the imagery process
can be seen through the Dinka divinity "Flesh."

Dinka observe

this Divinity in pieces of flesh that twitch and move about
after being severed from a recently killed animal.

Dinka

perceive this movement as the flesh having a life of its own
and this life motion becomes a representation of truth, calm
ness, good counsel, peace— especially in contentious situations.
A person who manifests "flesh" is greatly respected, (Lienhardt
136-146).

In fact, this "Flesh" power comes to represent the

highest manifestation of truth and symbolic of "lighting the
way" for the group (Lienhardt 145-6).

Metaphoric extensions

of the observed reality of twitching flesh, then, come to
\

represent the life-energy and an external ultimate truth to
the Dinka.

To these people, however, the extension is not

metaphorical, but is instead a cognitively derived perception
of reality.
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The same types of metaphoric extensions through imagery
occur in western cultures as well.

In fact, oncologist Bernie

Siegelean interpret from representations in pictures that his
cancer patients draw whether the patients will recover, might
recover, or are ready to die.

These pictures are external

representations in a form of metaphoric translations of the
patients' unconscious beliefs about their illness and the
effectiveness of their treatments.

In his book, Love, Medicine,

and Miracles,Siegel describes how patients are able to effect
powerful influences by metaphoric visualizations of treatment.
A sample of the pictures from his patients, and from he and
his wife while at a workshop follow, along with his interpre
tations.
In another western cultural environment, Edith Turner
describes how Inupiat Eskimos in Point Hope, Alaska have
transformed former shamanic healing practices into techniques
used by Inupiats now Christianized for healing.

The new prac

titioners call themselves simply, "healers," and their processes,
while different from Dr.Si?egal1s, are effected through external
enactments of internal imagery processes.
are similar to the Dinka curing processes.

These enactments
In both the Inupiat

and Dinka proceedures, a physical process is used. Inupiats
\
will use their hands to "extract" the disease out of the body—
the healer works directly to remove a substance from the patient,
even though no external extraction manifests, or the healers
may work with their hands over the sick person to reposition
an organ that has become, in Inupiat thinking, misplaced.(Turner, E.
13-9).

The
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Hiis drawing by my wile Bobbie shows how the unconscious reveals processes in our lives. The
fiv<“ trees represent our five children, and as you can see, one of them is out of line. The
solution lies in the seven water lilies at the bottom, grouped lour and three. At the time ol the
drawing, two of our sons, Jon and Stephen, were away at college, in Chicago and Denver. Jell
was trying to decide what to do about school. The group ol lour symbolized Bobbie and me and
the twins, our two youngest children, remaining at home. The group ol three showed Jon.
Stephen, and now Jell! away When we looked at the drawing, we knew Jell had alreads made
his decision.
Six cattails separate the two groups ol our family, and six weeks to the day alter Bobbie made
the drawing Jeff left to join his brother and attend school m Denser.I

I made this drawing at a workshop given by Klisabeth kiibler-Boss. Note the snow-covered
mountamtop (white on svhitc, signifying something covered up) and the fish out of water (the
spiritual symlx)! out ol its element).
Elliott 9

Two trees are seen separated by a fence and one tree seems to be straddling the fence. Trees
often represent the entire psyche and/or soma. In this case the two trees on either side ol the
fence represent a couple kept apart by some issue, symbolized by the fence. One tree is
bearing fruit. It stands for the one wage-earner in the relationship and it is almost out ol the
picture.
Hie issue to lie dealt with was the fact that the wife was earning money while the husband
was not. and was not making any attempt to. Iliis woman had to choose whether to leave,
continue the status quo, or stay while refusing to accept her husbands behavior. Her
indecision is represented by the tree that appears to be on both sides ol the fence.

Ibis patient drew himself as a small, forlorn figure sitting under a protecting tree, which
symlxilizcd iiis wife helping him. Black clouds are in the future, and the number ol fallen fruit
represented his time left. Since people are capable ol change, we always work at altering
negative images, but often there is an inner knowing, w hich when shared relieves the patient
ol a burden
From Siegel, Love Medicine/ and Mirac

When asked to draw her doctor giving
her therapy. Estelle (whose story is told
on page 133) drew the Devil giving her
poison. She also portrayed her disease as
an insect, a negative image considering
how hard it is to get rid of insects.
She ssas sent to my office to help
control terrible side effects. The issue
was control. She disliked her doctor and
didn’t want the therapy, but her family
urged it upon her. Her recourse was to
become so sick they would have to stop
treatment.
I toll! her she had permission to
change doctors and stop her therapy—it
was her life, not anyone else’s. Feeling in
control again, she was able to straighten
out relationships with her family and
doctor, and continue therapy at her
desire.

This picture symlxilizes a positive attitude to x-ray therapy. The whole person is shown in a blue
machine (a healths color), with purple and yellow (spiritual and celestial) rays entering her Ixxh
only where the disease is. The patient anticipates a gcxxl therapeutic result without side elic i ts
Ihe image shows an acceptance of therapy on both the conscious and unconscious levels
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Iliis woman was honest enough to show her conscious despair at the need lor chemotherapy,
indicated by the sad face and black outline. However, there is a symbolic message Irom her
unconscious telling her to receive the treatment, that it is good lor her. The syringe is purple, a
spiritual color, and her feet are turned toward the therapy. The image convinced her to trv the
treatment, and it was successful I fer fears melted away with the tumor
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Ibis drawing by Ian is mentioned on page 155. This gentle man taught us all a great deal about
healing through love. 11is white blcxxl cells are earn ing his cancer cells away instead of killing
them. I feel that images of attacking the disease may work for alxnit 20 percent of patients, but (SO
percent need a different approach to heal.
From Siegel., Love, Medicine and Miracles
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In this drawing of a family on the beach there are five birds and five people, symbolizing and
representing the family. Just as three birds are separate, so are three of the people. Three are on
beach blankets, but the image really represents their entrapment and inability' to help the two who
are tossing the ball around or flying alone. The picture dramatized personal problems and conflicts
between the parents of a child with cancer.

.
I

V
'The whole person represented here
has all the assets to help herself
change. She has good self-esteem,
indicated by the size of the figure on
the page, and she stands in a neutral
position (hands at her side), with her
hands ready to get a grip on things.
I am concerned about the ever
present smile, however. How do we
respond when someone asks. “How
are you?" or “W hat’s going on in your
life? Symbolically this smile is a
performance— like answering “Fine
and "Nothing to these questions. If
we perform we wear ourselves out
for the sake of others. Being happy is
fine, but performing is selldestructive.

$ -V-’
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A young lady drew this picture, including every line on the page. She felt boxed in. The entrapment
was made up of parental messages: Don t yell. Don’t tell anyone your troubles. Don’t get a divorce.
Don t say no if you want to be liked. Don’t, don’t, don’t—every one another bar in her prison. When
she realized what she had displayed, she t<x>k her husband and they l>oth went for therapy.

©•
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This woman drew herself as a sink because she felt everyone dumped on her. She felt the love she gave
was never returned sufficiently. When I said, “If you give up your resentment, you might get well,"
she said, “No, my resentment and anger keep me alive." I fer energy never was utilized for healing,
and shortly thereafter she died. Neither physical nor spiritual healing occurred, and her familv was
left with a lot of painful unfinished business.
From Siegel, Love Medicine and Miracles
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elements of representation and imagery are vividly present in
the process, are vital to it.

And in Dinka healing rituals,

an entire village images an illness leaving a sick citizen
through the enactment of a complex invocation.

Dinka village

residents enact sending the illness away— out of the land to
hostile neighbors— with long supplications and arm gestures
that waye the illness away.

The invocations culminate in a

sacrificial killing of a beast chosen especially for the task,
a physical replacement for the illness.
ever, the proceedure is no enactment.

For the Dinka, how
Through the very per

formance, the Dinka community experience the disease being
sent away.

For the community, the re^Jjjty has occured through

the speech acts and the dramatization of the illness being sent
away (Lienhardt 250-1).
These processes are quite similar to the workings of the
Native American Vision Quest.

Alhtough the Quest usually begins

with recording dreams before embarking on a "Quest," or solo
trip into the wilderness, the experience results in the "Questor"
returning home with a tangible internal reality to apply in
an external manifestation in the community (Foster with Little
1-28).

The Dinka proceedures are usually community-wide whereas

in the Vision Quest and in the Alaskan Inupiat enactments, the
\
primary experiences are indivudual. In the Vision Quest, the
the individual experience is encorporated into the community
as the individual integrates a personally acquired vision into
a community manifested action.
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Although Lienhardt makes clear that Dinka thinking is
contextualized differently from western society (Lienhardt
235), Dinka use of metaphor and metonym seems quite congruent
to a similar, if not identical, method of thought in use daily
in western culture, and in the Inupiaq healings as well.

Again,

both seem congruent with the processes of the Vision Quest.
All of the processes described above,through their metaphoric
imagery, reflect directly Frazer's sympathetic magic acts
where, by similarity or contact, entities are assumed to "act
on each other at a distance" (Frazer 54).

If the enactment

is a cognitively derived representational process, we perform
a measure of magic not only in the unique situations described
above, but, as we will see, we also perform a process similar
to that of sympathetic magic as a part of everyday life through
these same metaphoric principles.
Before continuing with a look at our daily use of metaphor
and metonym, I will digress long enough to demonstrate some
use of metonymic process in the above processes.

In an image

of obtaining "Flesh" divinity, Dinka will eat "small pieces
of raw flesh" from certain sacrifices to "feed (augment) the
Flesh" (Lienhardt 143).

In western culture, fear of contract

ing AIDS regularly keeps sufferers of the disease isolated while
\
people fear contracting the disease through even casual contact,
even though they know there will be no physical risk involved.
Visualization and belief based on metaphor and metonym
then work together to effect the perception of an external

14
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Dinka ingest raw flesh from a recently sacrificed

cow to acquire energy of the Divinity of Life and Light, and
the metaphoric examples from the Alaskan healers to the American
oncologist are similar to the experience of the Vision Quest.
While on a Vision Quest, iny solo circle overlooked a lake that
sometimes was visible through a few swaying pines and was some
times obscured.

A rock protuded from the lake, just off the

shore, and was sometimes covered by water, sometimes obscured
by the trees as the wind blew.

Other times it was most visible

above the waterline and through the swaying trees.

Watching

the rock continually re-appear over the three days and two
nights of the solo became the focus of attention and translated
into a real solidity of the earth, of the person, of the con
tinuity of life and life-processes, of the cyclical nature of
life.

Again, the image extracted from the external reality

was translated into many metaphoric realities similar to the
very different extrapolations from the Cancer patients' drawings.
Or were the drawings much different from the Vision Quest
images or both from the Dinka extrapolations?
To return to a prior thought

and to investigate further

use of metaphor and metonym, the daily use mentioned earlier,
a look at cognitive studies on the topics is enlightening.
S. J. Tambiah notes, in Magic, Science, Religion, and the
Scope of Rationality, that metaphor and metonym might be
universal thought processes not yet established and the

M. Elliott
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ethnographic materials exapmined here confirm Tambiah's theorem.
In their book, Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark
Johnson site example after example of metaphor in western
culture, and then demonstrate how these metaphors create cog
nitive frameworks.

One example from the many discussed in their

work is the following "Argument is War" daily metaphoric extention:

%
ARGUMENT IS WAR
Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weak point in my argument.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I've never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shoot!
If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out.
He shot down all of my arguments.
(Lakoff and Johnson 4).

They continue, "It is important to see that we don't just talk
about arguments in terms of war.
arguments...

We can actually win or lose

Many of the things we do in arguing are partially

structured by the concept of war..." (Lakoff and Johnson 4).
To demonstrate a contrasting possibility of structure, they
discuss a hypothetical culture that argues in terms of dance,
with the goal of "perform[ing] in a balanced and aesthetically
pleasing way" (Lakoff and Johnson 5).

They continue with page

after page of examples that demonstrate how our thinking is
structured in terms of these internally congruent metaphors.
Metonyms have a similar role and some of their metonymic samples
include the following:

16
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He likes to read* the Marquis de Sade. (= the writings
of the marquis)
He's in dance. (= the dancing profession)
Acrylic has taken over the art world. (=the use of acrylic
paint)
The Times hasn't arrived at the press conference yet.
(the reporter from the Times)
Mrs. Grundy frowns on blue jeans. (= the wearing of blue
jeans)
New windshield wipers will satisfy him.• (= the state of
having new wipers)
(Lakoff and Johnson 35).
This same structuring seems present throughout Lienhardt's
description of Dinka interaction between Divinity and experience.
From their invocations and hymns to their clans and clan divin
ities, from their origin myths to their legal system, metaphor
and metonym translate the empirical world into an extrapolated
thought reality.
What is said, then, in oral rights, is what the
Dinka see as the truth of a situation— an exist-]
tential truth, if one may call it, and not the
truth of specific facts in space or time. We
have pointed to the conviction that human beings
are able thus to create their own 'situation as
it really is', induced by the affective move[-]
ments of the oral rights [in Dinka invocations
and formal speech,] (Lienhardt 250).
The exact nature of the translative processes in imagery
are not agreed upon by cognitive scientists.

Those who align

themselves with the David Marr views think that imagery is
processed through computational perception processes while
other cognitive scientists align themselves with views like those of
James Gibson who argues for visual perceptions being direct
experiences that are processed linguistically (Gardner 298-311).
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Stephen Kosslyn's research in cognitive science extends
beyond visual perception and into imagery itself.

He argues

that imagery is "a primary way in which information can be
symbolized or represented ..." (Gardner 327).

Kosslyn's

theory of visualization would be consistent with all the
examples cited above, especially when metaphor and metonym
are used as the necessary "interpretive device[s]" required
of "any representational system ..." (Gardner 328-9).

Other

cognitive scientists are skeptical about visualization as a
valid cognitive process.

In examining ethnography, I find

Kosslyn's view hard to refute.

With metaphor and metonym

as the interpretive mechanisms for visualization, imagery
as examined in this paper strongly supports Kosslyn's argument
for imagery being a key mode for data representation or symbol
ization (Gardner 327).
Through the processes of metaphor and metonym, then, quite
different cultures order major parts of their reality.

Is

this evidence enough to support Tambiah's proposition that
metaphor and metonym.are' potential universal cognitive processes
The data here certainly suggests that the idea is accurate;
they are not, however, conclusive in themselves.

Data studied

here coupled with recent studies in cognitive science do demand
a thorough and conclusive study.

Metaphor and metonym are

effective tools in cognition that appear to be universally
applied to the task of translating and extending the empirical
world into representational realms that encompass numinous or

18
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Perhaps one reason for this effect

comes from the metaphoric or metonymic extensions themselves,
since in application the metaphor or metonym become the per
ceived reality; alsoin the case of some cancer patients and
some of the Inupiak Eskimos, or from the processes of the
Vision Quest, the external reality is dramatically altered
through the process.

So we find ourselves again near Frazer's

ghost.
Further studies might demonstrate that applying meta
phor and metonym to culture translations would be productive
because of the apparently universal character of their processes
and also because of their adaptability to structuring represen
tations.

Another study demanded from this work is for an

exhaustive analysis of the similarities and differences between
Frazer's conclusions on the sympathetic principles of magical
acts and associative thought processes expressed as metaphor
and metonym.

Such an analysis should include a wealth of

ethnographic material as well as an intense examination of
cognitive studies and theory.

Gardner aptly expresses the

need of cognitive scientists to proceed now in integration
with other scientists.

In the light of post-modern praxis

oriented thinking, such integration would be revitalizing.
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